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ABSTRACT: Achieving efficient charge transfer at small frontier
molecular orbital offsets between donor and acceptor is crucial for high
performance polymer solar cells (PSCs). Here we synthesize a new wide
band gap polymer donor, PTQ11, and a new low band gap acceptor,
TPT10, and report a high power conversion efficiency (PCE) PSC (PCE =
16.32%) based on PTQ11−TPT10 with zero HOMO (the highest
occupied molecular orbital) offset (ΔEHOMO(D−A)). TPT10 is a derivative of
Y6 with monobromine instead of bifluorine substitution, and possesses
upshifted lowest unoccupied molecular orbital energy level (ELUMO) of
−3.99 eV and EHOMO of −5.52 eV than Y6. PTQ11 is a derivative of low
cost polymer donor PTQ10 with methyl substituent on its quinoxaline unit
and shows upshifted EHOMO of −5.52 eV, stronger molecular crystallization,
and better hole transport capability in comparison with PTQ10. The PSC
based on PTQ11−TPT10 shows highly efficient exciton dissociation and
hole transfer, so that it demonstrates a high PCE of 16.32% with a higher Voc of 0.88 V, a large Jsc of 24.79 mA cm−2, and a high FF
of 74.8%, despite the zero ΔEHOMO(D−A) value between donor PTQ11 and acceptor TPT10. The PCE of 16.32% is one of the
highest efficiencies in the PSCs. The results prove the feasibility of efficient hole transfer and high efficiency for the PSCs with zero
ΔEHOMO(D−A), which is highly valuable for understanding the charge transfer process and achieving high PCE of PSCs.

■ INTRODUCTION

Bulk-heterojunction polymer solar cells (PSCs), blending a p-
type conjugated polymer as electron donor and an n-type
organic semiconductor (n-OS) as electron acceptor for
efficient exciton dissociation and charge carrier transfer,1−3

have demonstrated considerable potential in utilizing renew-
able solar energy because of their intrinsic advantages of low
cost fabrication by solution processing,4−6 light weight,7,8 and
flexibility.9,10 The photovoltaic power conversion efficiency
(PCE) of single-junction PSCs has been gradually increased to
over 15%11−13 over the past years due to great innovations in
efficient photovoltaic materials,5,11,14−20 interface buffer layer
materials,21−25 active layer morphology optimization,8,26,27 etc.
And all-polymer solar cells that employ p-type conjugated
polymer as donor and n-type conjugated polymer as acceptor
have also achieved rapid development through the rational
molecular structure optimization of photovoltaic materials and
device engineering.28 In addition, side-chain engineering3,29

and fluorine substitution20,30 have been widely used in the
design of high performance photovoltaic materials for PSCs for
tuning their electronic energy levels and aggregation proper-
ties.

High efficiency PSCs require the realization of high open-
circuit voltage (Voc), large short-circuit current density (Jsc),
and high fill factor (FF) simultaneously. In the donor/acceptor
(D/A) blends of efficient PSCs, the photovoltaic materials
absorb photons to generate excitons, and the excitons diffuse
to the D/A interface where they dissociate into a charge
transfer (CT) state electron−hole pair under an extra driving
force with the electron in the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) of the acceptor and the hole in the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the donor.31−34 Then
the electron−hole pairs could further efficiently dissociate into
the free charge carriers that consequently contribute to the
photocurrent.35,36 Historically, it was empirically believed that
sufficient frontier molecular orbital energy level offsets between
donor and electron materials (including the HOMO offset
ΔEHOMO(D−A) and the LUMO offset ΔELUMO(D−A), which were
typically ≥0.3 eV in the fullerene-based PSCs) are necessary to
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provide a driving force for fast and efficient charge separation
in PSCs.16,37,38 In recent years, due to the emergence of
efficient n-OS acceptors, several works have demonstrated
highly efficient PSCs with fast charge separation at HOMO
offset smaller than 0.3 eV.39−43 For example, Yan et al.
reported a device (PffBT2T-TT−O-IDTBR) with a HOMO
offset of 0.09 eV and a PCE of 10.4%.39 Our group had
reported a PSC (J71−ITIC) with a HOMO offset of 0.11 eV
and a PCE of 11.4% in 2016.17 And Chen et al. recently
reported a device (PTQ10−HC-PCIC) with a HOMO offset
of 0 eV and a PCE of 10.42%.35 These phenomena have
attracted more and more attention in theoretical studies of
PSCs. Friend et al. suggest that the electron−hole pairs could
delocalize to approximately 5 nm distance within a few
femtoseconds at the D/A interface.44,45 Hou et al. suggest that
the different electrostatic potential (ESP) between the donor
and acceptor results in an intermolecular electric field (IEF),
which facilitates exciton dissociation.46

On the other hand, the distinct voltage loss (Vloss) from the
difference between optical band gap (Eg) of the solar cell active
layer and Voc of the device (Vloss = Eg/q − Voc) is one of the
critical limitations for pursuing high efficiency PSCs.47 To

reduce Vloss and improve Voc and PCE of the PSCs, one of the
feasible methods is to increase the difference between LUMO
energy level (ELUMO) of the acceptor and HOMO energy level
(EHOMO) of the donor (ΔE1 = ELUMO(A) − EHOMO(D)), as the
Voc of PSCs is proportional to ΔE1, which could be enlarged by
up-shifting ELUMO of the acceptor (reducing ΔELUMO(D−A)) or
down-shifting EHOMO of donor (reducing ΔEHOMO(D−A))
(Figure 1a).48 However, as mentioned above, it is unknown
whether fast and efficient charge separation (contributing the
large Jsc) can be achieved in a blend with small ΔEHOMO(D−A)
or ΔELUMO(D−A) because there are no related theories.
Recently, Zou et al. reported a high performance n-OS

acceptor, Y6, that possesses a strong absorption and low band
gap of 1.33 eV and demonstrated a high PCE of 15.7% in PSCs
with Y6 as acceptor and conjugated polymer PM6 as donor.11

Nevertheless, the relatively low-lying LUMO of −4.10 eV for
Y6 limited the Voc of the Y6-based PSCs. The low LUMO of
Y6 should be related to the strong electron-affinity bifluorine
substitution on its end group. In order to further reduce the
energy loss and improve the Voc of the acceptor, here we
design and synthesize a new n-OS acceptor, TPT10 (Figure
1b), by introducing monobromine substitution instead of

Figure 1. (a) Working mechanism diagram of charge separation at the donor−acceptor interfaces. (b) Molecular structures of polymer donors
PTQ10 and PTQ11 and acceptor TPT10. (c) Normalized absorption spectra of polymer donors PTQ10 and PTQ11 and acceptor TPT10. (d)
Energy level diagrams of PTQ10−TPT10 blend and PTQ11−TPT10 blend.
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bifluorine on the end group of Y6. TPT10 possesses an up-
shifted ELUMO of −3.99 eV and an EHOMO of −5.52 eV due to
the weaker electron-affinity of monobromine substituent of
TPT10 in comparison with the bifluorine substituents of Y6.
We first studied the photovoltaic performance of TPT10 by
using our low cost conjugated polymer PTQ105 as donor. The
PSC based on PTQ10−TPT10 displays a high Voc of 0.92 V
benefitting from the large difference between ELUMO (−3.99
eV) of the acceptor TPT10 and EHOMO (−5.55 eV) of the
donor PTQ10. However, the device shows a lower PCE of
9.24% because of the lower Jsc and lower FF due to the
negative ΔEHOMO(D−A) (−0.03 eV), which results in the poor
hole transfer from acceptor TPT10 to donor PTQ10. To
overcome the poor hole transfer caused by the negative
ΔEHOMO(D−A), we introduced a methyl substituent onto the
electron-deficient quinoxaline unit of PTQ10, considering that
the methyl could slightly up-shift EHOMO due to its weak
electron-donating property. In addition, the small size of the
methyl substituent will not disturb molecular packing of the
polymer donor in the active layer. As expected, the resulting
polymer, PTQ11, shows a slightly higher EHOMO of −5.52 eV,
which is identical to that of acceptor TPT10, and possesses
stronger molecular crystallization and better hole transport
capability than PTQ10. Encouragingly, the PTQ11−TPT10
based device with zero ΔEHOMO(D−A) demonstrates a high PCE
of 16.32% with the simultaneously enhanced Voc, Jsc, and FF,
which is one of the highest PCE values in single-junction PSCs.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Materials Synthesis and Characterization. Molecular

structures of polymer donors PTQ10 and PTQ11 and acceptor
TPT10 are depicted in Figure 1b. The synthesis of acceptor
TPT10 is similar to the reported works,11,49 where the
benzothiadiazole-based fused ring unit dithienothiophen[3,2-
b]pyrrolobenzothiadiazole (TTPBT) is used as the electron-
donating core and the monobromo-substituted 2-(3-oxo-2,3-
dihydro-1H-inden-1-ylidene)malononitrile (INCN) is used as
a strong electron-withdrawing terminal group. The synthetic
details are described in Supporting Information. PTQ11
possesses the same advantages of simple molecular structure
and low-cost synthesis as PTQ10,5 and its detailed synthetic
route and synthetic procedures are also described in the
Supporting Information. PTQ10 is synthesized according to
our previous work.5 The number-average molecular weights
(Mn) of PTQ10 and PTQ11 are measured to be 30.2 and 35.6
kDa with polydispersity index (PDI) of 1.6 and 2.1,
respectively, measured by high temperature gel permeation

chromatography (GPC), as listed in Table S1. The acceptor
TPT10 and the two polymers possess good solubility in
common organic solvents, such as chloroform and chlor-
obenzene, at room temperature.
Figure 1c shows the normalized UV−vis absorption spectra

of the donor polymers PTQ10 and PTQ11 and acceptor
TPT10 in their thin films, and their corresponding optical data
are shown in Table S1. As we reported previously,5 PTQ10
shows an absorption edge of 645 nm and an optical band gap
of 1.92 eV. For the thin film, PTQ11 shows strong absorption
in the range of 450 to 620 nm with the absorption edge located
at 637 nm, which corresponds to an optical band gap of 1.95
eV. In comparison with PTQ10, PTQ11 shows slightly blue-
shifted absorption. Both of the two polymers show well-
defined absorption profiles with obvious absorption shoulder
peaks, which can be ascribed to the vibronic band transitions.
This feature indicates that the two polymers could possess
molecular self-assembly aggregation and good charge transport
capability in their blend films. For the acceptor TPT10 film, its
absorption peak is located at 817 nm with an absorption edge
at 910 nm corresponding to an optical band gap of 1.36 eV.
The two polymers and acceptor TPT10 display complemen-
tary absorption in the range of 400 to 900 nm, which will
benefit solar photon harvest thus increasing Jsc of the PSCs.
Cyclic voltammetry measurements with Ag/AgCl reference

electrode are performed to estimate the electronic energy levels
of the two polymers and acceptor TPT10 (Figure S1), and
their EHOMO/ELUMO values are calculated from onset oxidation
and onset reduction potentials (φox/φred) according to the
equation of EHOMO/LUMO = −e(φox/red − φFc/Fc

+ + 4.80) eV,
where the φFc/Fc

+ is measured to be 0.47 V vs Ag/AgCl
reference electrode. The EHOMO/ELUMO values of PTQ10,
PTQ11, and TPT10 are measured to be −5.55/−2.90, −5.52/
−2.76, and −5.52/−3.99 eV, respectively (Figure 1d). As
expected, the acceptor TPT10 possesses an up-shifted ELUMO
of −3.99 eV in comparison with Y6 owing to the weaker
electron affinity of monobromine substituents in TPT10
compared with that of the bifluorine substituents in Y6, and
the polymer PTQ11 also shows slightly up-shifted electronic
energy levels (both EHOMO and ELUMO) due to the electron-
donating methyl substitution on its quinoxaline unit. It is
worth noting that the ΔEHOMO(D−A) of the blend active layers
of PTQ10−TPT10 and PTQ11−TPT10 are low values of
−0.03 and 0 eV, respectively (Figure 1d). To confirm these
razor-sharp ΔEHOMO(D−A) values, we also measured EHOMO of
the two polymer donors (PTQ10 and PTQ11) and the
acceptor TPT10 through ultraviolet photoelectron spectrosco-

Figure 2. (a) J−V curves of the inverted structured PSCs based on polymer−TPT10, under the illumination of AM 1.5G, 100 mW cm−2. (b) EQE
spectra of the corresponding PSCs based on polymer−TPT10.
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py (UPS). The HOMO energy level differences from the UPS
results (see Figure S2) are consistent with those from the CV
measurements, which show a ΔEHOMO(D−A) value of −0.02 eV
between PTQ10 and TPT10 and 0 eV between PTQ11 and
TPT10. This result indicates that the PSCs based on them will
show high Voc but it will be a huge challenge to achieve fast
and efficient charge separation by hole transfer of excitons of
the acceptor in the corresponding devices.
Photovoltaic Properties. To investigate the photovoltaic

properties of the PTQ10−TPT10 blend and the PTQ11−
TPT10 blend with negative and zero ΔEHOMO(D−A) values,
respectively, here we fabricate the inverted PSCs with device
structures of ITO (indium tin oxide)/ZnO/PTQ10−TPT10
or PTQ11−TPT10/MoO3/Ag. As the polymers PTQ10 and
PTQ11 have similar molecular structure and approximate
molecular weight, the PSCs based on PTQ10 and PTQ11 have
identical optimized device fabrication conditions including the
donor/acceptor weight ratio of 1:1.2 with a total concentration
of 18 mg/mL and with 0.5% 1-chloronaphthalene (1-CN) as
additive in their chloroform solution (see Table S2 and Table
S3), spin coating at 3000 rpm for 40 s with an active layer
thickness of ca. 110 nm (see Table S4), and thermal annealing
at 110 °C for 5 min (see Table S5). Figure 2a shows the
current density−voltage (J−V) curves of the optimal devices
based on PTQ10−TPT10 and PTQ11−TPT10 under the
illumination of AM1.5G, 100 mW cm−2, and the correspond-
ing photovoltaic performance parameters are listed in Table 1.

The PTQ10−TPT10 based device shows a high Voc of 0.92
V (see Table 1), which should benefit from the higher-lying
ELUMO of the acceptor TPT10 and the low-lying EHOMO of the
polymer donor PTQ10. However, this device shows a lower
PCE of 9.24% because of the low Jsc of 17.25 mA cm−2 and low
FF of 58.2%, which should be ascribed to the poor charge
carrier generation and transport in its blend due to the negative
ΔEHOMO(D−A) value between donor PTQ10 and acceptor

TPT10. Importantly, the PSC based on PTQ10−TPT10
demonstrates an impressively high PCE of 16.32% with a
higher Voc of 0.88 V, a large Jsc of 24.79 mA cm−2, and a high
FF of 74.8%, despite the zero ΔEHOMO(D−A) value between
donor PTQ11 and acceptor TPT10. The efficiency of 16.32%
is one of the highest PCE values among single-junction PSCs.
To confirm the photovoltaic data of the devices from J−V

measurements, we measure the external quantum efficiency
(EQE) of the corresponding optimized devices; the results are
shown in Figure 2b. It is found that the device based on
PTQ10−TPT10 with negative ΔEHOMO(D−A) exhibits poor
photon response, thus resulting in low photoelectric
conversion efficiency with a maximum EQE value of only
61.97%. In contrast, the PTQ11−TPT10 based device shows
broad and strong photon response with high EQE values over
60% in the broad wavelength region from 450 to 850 nm even
though the ΔEHOMO(D−A) value between donor PTQ11 and
acceptor TPT10 is zero, which means that high exciton
dissociation efficiency and fast charge carrier transport are
achieved in the PTQ11−TPT10 blend film. The current
density values integrated from the EQE spectra under the
AM1.5G spectrum are 16.78 mA cm−2 for the PTQ10−TPT10
based device and 23.75 mA cm−2 for the PTQ11−TPT10
based device, which are consistent with the Jsc values from J−V
curves within 5% mismatch, indicating the reliability of the
measured photovoltaic data.

Exciton Dissociation and Charge Carrier Recombina-
tion Behavior. A PSC device that works highly efficiently
requires the synergistic contributions of sunlight absorption,
charge separation, charge carrier transport, and collection at
electrodes, in which charge separation is a critical process. As
mentioned above, the energy level offsets (both ΔEHOMO(D−A)
and ΔELUMO(D−A)) between donor and acceptor are believed to
provide the driving force for charge separation in PSCs. In
order to investigate the exciton dissociation and charge
transportation efficiencies of the PSCs based on PTQ10−
TPT10 and PTQ11−TPT10 with negative and zero
ΔEHOMO(D−A), respectively, here we study the relationship
between photocurrent density (Jph) and effective voltage (Veff)
of the devices. Jph is defined as Jph = JL − JD, where JL and JD are
the current densities of the devices under illumination and in
the dark, respectively. Veff is defined as Veff = V0 − Vbias, where
V0 is the voltage when Jph is zero and Vbias is the applied voltage
bias. Therefore, Veff determines the electric field in the donor/
acceptor blend films and thus affects the exciton dissociation
and charge transport behavior. The charge carriers move
quickly to the corresponding electrodes and Jph reaches

Table 1. Photovoltaic Performance Parameters of the PSCs
Based on Polymer−TPT10 under the Illumination of AM
1.5G, 100 mW cm−2

devices
Voc
(V)

Jsc
(mA cm−2)

FF
(%) PCE (%)

PTQ10−
TPT10

0.92 17.25 58.2 9.24 (9.17 ± 0.04)a

PTQ11−
TPT10

0.88 24.79 74.8 16.32 (16.09 ± 0.16)a

aThe average values are calculated from 10 devices.

Figure 3. (a) Jph versus Veff of the devices based on polymer−TPT10. (b) Dependence of Jsc on Plight of the devices based on polymer−TPT10. (c)
Dependence of Voc on Plight of the devices based on polymer−TPT10.
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saturation (Jsat) at a high Veff (Veff ≥ 2 V), suggesting that all
photogenerated carriers are extracted and collected with
minimal recombination. Thus, the exciton dissociation
probability of the PSCs can be calculated by Jph/Jsat. For the
device based on PTQ10−TPT10 with negative ΔEHOMO(D−A)
value, a low exciton dissociation probability of 88.8% is
observed as shown in Figure 3a, which indicates the poor
exciton dissociation behavior in the PTQ10−TPT10 blend
film. However, the device based on methyl-substituted polymer
donor PTQ11 and acceptor TPT10 shows a high exciton
dissociation probability of 96.2% even though the
ΔEHOMO(D−A) value between PTQ11 and TPT10 is zero.
This result indicates that fast and efficient exciton dissociation
can occur in the n-OS acceptor-based PSCs with zero
ΔEHOMO(D−A), but the exciton dissociation is seriously
restricted when ΔEHOMO(D−A) reduces to negative values.
The high exciton dissociation efficiency in the device based on
PTQ11−TPT10 with zero ΔEHOMO(D−A) could be due to the
formation of the delocalized electron−hole pairs at the D/A
interface44,45 or the existence of an intermolecular electric field
between the donor and acceptor owing to their different
electrostatic potential (ESP),46 which facilitates exciton

dissociation. Moreover, the possibly high local charge carrier
mobility at the D/A interfaces and the entropy contribu-
tion50,51 from the high dimensional PTQ11 donor and TPT10
acceptor could also favor exciton dissociation.
Charge carrier recombination in the active layer of the PSCs

is another critical issue that affects the free charge generation
and transport. To understand the charge carrier recombination
behavior of the PSCs, we study the dependence of Jsc and Voc
on light intensity (Plight). The relationship between Jsc and Plight
can be depicted by the formula Jsc ∝ (Plight)

α, where the α value
indicates the degree of bimolecular recombination. The α value
should be 1 when there is no bimolecular recombination in the
blend active layer, and some bimolecular recombination exists
when the α value is smaller than 1. Figure 3b shows the plots
of log Jsc versus log Plight, and slope α values are 0.94 and 1.00
for the PSCs based on PTQ10−TPT10 and PTQ11−TPT10,
respectively. The α value of 1.00 for the PTQ11−TPT10 based
device indicates there is almost no bimolecular recombination
in its active layer in spite of the zero ΔEHOMO(D−A) between
donor PTQ11 and acceptor TPT10. However, some
bimolecular recombination occurs in the PTQ10−TPT10
blend with the negative ΔEHOMO(D−A) value of −0.03 eV. On

Figure 4. (a) Femtosecond-resolved TA signals recorded from the neat TPT10 film and the polymer−TPT10 blend films excited at 800 nm. (b)
Femtosecond-resolved TA spectra from the polymer− TPT10 blend film excited at 800 nm at different delay times. (c) Femtosecond-resolved TA
dynamic curves probed at 675 nm recorded from the neat TPT10 film and the polymer−TPT10 blend films excited at 800 nm. (d) Femtosecond-
resolved TA dynamic curves probed at 675 nm (black for PTQ10−TPT10 and red for PTQ11−TPT10), 612 nm (blue for PTQ10−TPT10), and
602 nm (dark cyan for PTQ11−TPT10) recorded from the polymer−TPT10 blend film excited at 800 nm. (e) Nanosecond-resolved TA dynamic
curves probed at 612 nm (PTQ10−TPT10) and 602 nm (PTQ11−TPT10) recorded from the polymer−TPT10 blend film excited by 532 nm. (f)
Schematic diagram of the hole transfer process in the polymer−TPT10 blend.
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the other hand, if bimolecular recombination is the exclusive
recombination form in the blend films, the slope of the fitting
line of Voc versus ln(Plight) should be kT/e (where e is the
elementary charge, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
Kelvin temperature). The plots of Voc versus ln(Plight) of the
two devices are shown in Figure 3c. The slopes of the fitting
lines for the PSCs based on PTQ10−TPT10 and PTQ11−
TPT10 are 1.20kT/e and 1.02kT/e, respectively. The slope
very close to kT/e for the PTQ11−TPT10 based device
indicates that there are very few other recombination forms in
its active layer, and the slope of 1.20kT/e for the PTQ10−
TPT10 based device suggests that obvious recombination
occurs in its active layer. The results of Jsc and Voc dependence
on Plight indicate that there is almost no charge carrier
recombination in the PTQ11−TPT10 blend despite the zero
ΔEHOMO(D−A), which consequently results in a highly efficient
PSC based on PTQ11−TPT10 with zero ΔEHOMO(D−A) value.
Hole Transfer Dynamics. As mentioned above, it is likely

that charge transfer (including electron transfer and hole
transfer) in the PTQ10−TPT10 blend is strictly restricted due
to the negative ΔEHOMO(D−A); in contrast, this process in the
PTQ11−TPT10 blend is highly fast and efficient even though
ΔEHOMO(D−A) is zero. To study the charge transfer dynamics of
photoinduced carriers in these two blends, we perform
transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy measurements to
check the charge transfer details. As both blend active layers
of PTQ10−TPT10 and PTQ11−TPT10 possess sufficient
ΔELUMO(D−A) (ΔELUMO(D−A) > 1 eV) for fast and efficient
electron transfer from donor to acceptor, here we mainly focus
our studies on the hole transfer process from acceptor to donor
in the two blends. The primary absorption peaks for polymers
PTQ10 and PTQ11 and acceptor TPT10 are well separated in
spectral domain (Figure 1c), so we can study the spectral and
temporal characteristics of the hole transfer dynamics with
selected excitation. Here, a pump wavelength of 800 nm is
selected to excite acceptor TPT10 only without exciting
polymer donors PTQ10 and PTQ11 (Figure S3). The pump−
probe experiments measure the pump-induced differential
change of the probe transmission, ΔT/T = (Tpump‑on −
Tpump‑off)/Tpump‑off.
First, we perform femtosecond-resolved TA spectroscopy

measurements to probe the hole transfer process in these two
blends with a weak excitation density of ∼2 μJ cm−2 to avoid
the effect of exciton−exciton annihilation. Figure 4a shows the
color plots of TA spectra of the neat TPT10 film, PTQ10−
TPT10 blend film, and PTQ11−TPT10 blend film with the
800 nm excitation. A bleaching signal located at 675 nm
appears in the neat TPT10 film and the two blend films. This
bleaching signal can be naturally ascribed to the transition of
acceptor TPT10 from its absorption profile (Figure 1c). In
addition, bleaching peaks in the shorter wavelength range
(about 561 and 612 nm for PTQ10−TPT10 blend film and
552 and 602 nm for PTQ11−TPT10 blend film) are observed
in the two blends, which should be attributed to the response
signals of polymers. Figure 4b displays the TA spectra of the
two blends with different delay times. Basically, the bleaching
signals in the shorter wavelength range are built up with the
decay of signal at 675 nm in both blends, suggesting the
transfer of excitations from acceptor TPT10 to polymer
donors. As the excitation photon energy at 800 nm is much
smaller than that required for exciton absorption of the two
polymers and the ELUMO of acceptor TPT10 is much lower
than that of the two polymer donors, those bleaching signals

appearing in the shorter wavelength range can be assigned to
the hole transfer from acceptor TPT10 to polymer donors
instead of energy transfer or electron transfer processes. It is
worth noting that very weak bleaching signals at 561 and 612
nm appear when the signal at 675 nm disappears in the
PTQ10−TPT10 blend, which suggests that the hole transfer
from acceptor TPT10 to donor PTQ10 is inappreciable. In
contrast, conspicuous bleaching signals located at 552 and 602
nm appear as the signal at 675 nm disappears in the PTQ11−
TPT10 blend, which indicates the fast and efficient hole
transfer process from acceptor TPT10 to donor PTQ11.
Figure 4c compares the dynamic processes of the neat

TPT10 film and two blend films probed at 675 nm on a
normalized scale. It is found that the PTQ10−TPT10 blend
film shows almost identical and slightly faster relaxation rate
compared to the neat TPT10 film in the first 100 ps and later
time, respectively, which means that there is only very little
hole transfer from acceptor TPT10 to donor PTQ10 and this
transfer process is very slow. In contrast, the relaxation rate of
PTQ11−TPT10 blend films becomes dramatically faster with
respect to the neat TPT10 film over the full time scale,
indicating the presence of an efficient relaxation channel of
hole transfer in the blend film. We quantified the early stage
dynamics within 100 ps with a biexponential decay function.
The lifetime parameters for the two components are about
86.4 and 86.4 ps, respectively, for the neat TPT10 film, and
they markedly reduced to about 7.2 and 43.8 ps in the
PTQ11−TPT10 blend film. Moreover, the onset of bleaching
signals in the shorter wavelength range shows biexponential
growth components with lifetime parameters of about 7.3 and
44.5 ps, respectively, for the PTQ11−TPT10 blend films
(Figure 4d), confirming that the hole transfer from acceptor
TPT10 to donor PTQ11 is the primary origin of the bleaching
signals at the absorption band of polymer PTQ11.
We further performed nanosecond-resolved TA spectrosco-

py measurements to probe the lifetimes of charge separated
(CS) states in the two blends (Figure 4e and Figure S4). The
results show that both of the blends possess long enough CS
state lifetime on the nanosecond scale, which suggests the
existence of the long-lived dissociated excitons in the blend
film for further electricity generation, and the PTQ11−TPT10
blend film exhibits a slower recombination process compared
to the PTQ10−TPT10 blend film. With these results, we can
briefly summarize that the hole transfer channel from acceptor
TPT10 to donor PTQ10 with negative ΔEHOMO(D−A) value is
strictly restricted and the hole transfer process is very slow
(Figure 4f); conversely, fast and efficient hole transfer are
achieved in the PTQ11−TPT10 blend film even though
ΔEHOMO(D−A) is zero.
The hole mobility (μh) of the two devices is measured using

the space charge limited current (SCLC) method with a hole-
only device (ITO/PEDOT−PSS/PTQ10−TPT10 or
PTQ11−TPT10/Au), and the measurement results are
shown in Figure S5. As expected, the device based on
PTQ11−TPT10 exhibits slightly higher μh of 0.97 × 10−4 cm2

V−1 s−1 in comparison with the PTQ10−TPT10 based device
(μh of 0.91 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1). The improved hole mobility
suggests better hole transport ability of the PTQ11−TPT10
based device, which is beneficial for obtaining large Jsc and high
FF. This result together with the results mentioned above can
collectively explain the remarkably enhanced photovoltaic
performance of the PTQ11−TPT10 based device.
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Morphological Characterization. The aggregation mor-
phology of the polymer donors and acceptors in the active
layer is a critical factor to determine the photovoltaic
performance of the PSCs. To probe the effect of methyl
substitution of the polymer on the molecular ordering at the
nanoscale, molecular crystallinity, and blend film morphology
and thus the charge transport in the blend films, here we carry
out grazing incident wide-angle X-ray diffraction (GIWAXS)
measurements on the neat polymer films (neat PTQ10 film
and neat PTQ11 film) and the blend films (PTQ10−TPT10
blend film and PTQ11−TPT10 blend film); the corresponding
plots and images of GIWAXS measurements are shown in
Figure 5. For the neat PTQ10 film, the π−π stacking
diffraction peak and laminar diffraction peak are located at
1.73 and 0.27 Å−1 in the out-of-plane (OOP) direction,
corresponding to a π−π stacking distance of 3.63 Å and a
lamellar distance of 23.44 Å respectively. And the neat PTQ11
film shows the π−π stacking diffraction peak and laminar
diffraction peak located at 1.72 and 0.27 Å−1 in the OOP
direction corresponding to a π−π stacking distance of 3.65 Å
and a lamellar distance of 23.44 Å, respectively. It is found that
the two polymers show similar molecular packing features and
preferential face-on molecular orientation with distinct π−π
stacking diffraction peaks in the vertical direction of substrate,
which is believed to be beneficial for efficient charge transport.
Moreover, it is worth noting that the PTQ11 film shows
stronger π−π stacking diffraction signal (Figure 5a) in
comparison with the PTQ10 film, which suggests stronger
molecular crystallinity of the polymer PTQ11 even though it
shows a slightly enlarged π−π stacking distance (3.65 Å for
PTQ11 vs 3.63 Å for PTQ10) due to the increased steric
hindrance from the methyl substitution. The stronger π−π
stacking feature indicates better hole transport capability of the
polymer PTQ11, which is consisting with the mobility
measurements. The GIWAXS results of the blend films
demonstrate microstructural features with diffraction patterns
contributed from individual polymer donor and acceptor
components. Thus, just like the molecular stacking features of
the neat polymer films and neat acceptor film (Figure S6),

both the PTQ10−TPT10 blend film and the PTQ11−TPT10
blend film exhibit preferred face-on molecular packing
orientation in the OOP direction, especially for the PTQ11−
TPT10 blend film, indicating their better charge transport
capability in the vertical direction of substrate. The results
indicate that methyl substitution on the polymer PTQ10
slightly increases ordered packing behavior of the polymer
chains, thus leading to better π−π molecular stacking and
higher crystalline characteristics of the polymer PTQ11, which
consequently assists charge transport and improves photo-
voltaic performance of the device.

■ CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we designed and synthesized a new low band
gap n-OS acceptor, TPT10, and a new low cost conjugated
polymer donor, PTQ11. The acceptor TPT10 is a derivative of
Y6 with monobromine substitution instead of difluorine
substitution on its terminal groups, up-shifting ELUMO of the
acceptor to get higher Voc of the PSCs, while the donor PTQ11
is a derivative of PTQ10 with methyl substitution on its
quinoxaline unit for slightly up-shifting EHOMO of the donor to
match with the EHOMO of TPT10 acceptor. The PSCs based on
PTQ10−TPT10 display a high Voc of 0.92 V benefitting from
the higher-lying ELUMO of −3.99 eV of TPT10 acceptor and
the lower-lying EHOMO of PTQ10 polymer donor, but a lower
PCE of 9.24% due to the negative ΔEHOMO(D−A) (−0.03 eV)
between the PTQ10 donor and the TPT10 acceptor.
Interestingly, the TPT10-based PSC with PTQ11 as donor
shows a high PCE of 16.32% with a higher Voc of 0.88 V, a
larger Jsc of 24.79 mA cm−2, and a higher FF of 74.8%, even
with the zero ΔEHOMO(D−A) value between donor PTQ11 and
acceptor TPT10. The excellent photovoltaic performance of
the PTQ11−TPT10-based PSC is explained by studies of
morphology analysis and TA spectroscopy measurements.
PTQ11 shows stronger molecular crystallization and better
hole transport capability than PTQ10. Moreover, the PSC
based on PTQ11−TPT10 shows highly efficient exciton
dissociation and hole transfer despite the zero ΔEHOMO(D−A).
Overall, this work suggests that PSCs with zero ΔEHOMO(D−A)

Figure 5. (a) GIWAXS images of the neat PTQ10 film, neat PTQ11 film, and polymer−TPT10 blend film. (b) Line cuts of the neat PTQ10 film,
neat PTQ11 film, and polymer−TPT10 blend film.
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could possess efficient hole transfer and high PCE, which is
highly valuable for further understanding the charge transfer
process in PSCs and provides a valid methodology to further
improve the PCE of PSCs.
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